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The EMS Network (Online Community of Practice) set 
out in the project builds a broad cooperation mechanism 
between practitioners and other relevant stakeholders from 
the Emergency Medical Services sector in Europe that will 
be continuously used for needs analysis, monitoring of 
innovation outputs and facilitating a closer cooperation of 
practitioners with the R&D community. This shall contribute 
to the development of a Europe-wide system enabling 
emergency medical specialists of different countries enhance 
their capabilities together and steering harmonization of the 
emergency medical services systems’ provision throughout 
the European Union. A higher standard of Medical Emergency 
Teams throughout the EU member states and more 
homogeneous emergency medical systems can contribute 
to a more powerful Medical Emergency Corps and thus more 
resilient societies in scenarios of small, middle and large-scale 
emergencies.

The EMS Network (Online Community of Practice) is an 
information hub where users can elaborate and analyze 
important areas of capability gaps, and thus set the ground 
for future conception of new technological solutions. Based 
on the collected findings, the preparation of a subsequent 
European-wide pre-commercial procurement (PCP) project 
will be initiated enabling solution providers across Europe to 
participate in the PCP phase and develop innovative solutions 
for the EMS field.

This project has received funding from 
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme
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CONTACT US

Register Now!
Become a main driver of innovation in the field of Emergency 
Medical Services and join the iProcureSecurity EMS Network on

Get latest news on innovation topics related to 
Emergency Medical Services 

Highlight your organization and raise visibility 
among European EMS procurers

Get in touch with influential industry and 
practitioner stakeholders from the EMS sector 

BENEFITS
Are you an EMS practitioner or solution provider?

Exchange knowledge, share ideas and shape the 
future of EMS in Europe and beyond  


